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SUMMARY 

Decision-making for hospital patient flow management is a time-constrained task for a dynamic 
problem, but little is known about the cognitive strategies required for this type of task. The Skills-
Rules-Knowledge model of cognition was used to study the decision-making strategies of clinical 
coordinators and patient flow managers in acute medical units in two hospitals. For time-
constrained decisions in an environment with a plethora of dynamic data, a rule-based feedforward 
strategy was predominant. Additionally, decision makers applied their tacit knowledge of bed 
demand profiles to project the future situation and to compensate for delays that were inherent in 
the patient transfer process. 
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Introduction 

Patient flow management is characteristic of a dynamic decision-making task – it requires 
interrelated and time-constrained decisions to maintain control of a system that changes due to both 
the decision-maker’s actions and exogenous events. The majority of research on dynamic decision-
making uses a methodology of laboratory-based simulations with students as participants. These 
present control tasks with a single goal such as temperature control, water processing plant 
operation or post sorting (Gonzalez, 2003; Gonzalez et al., 2017; Lerch & Harter, 2001; Rosa et al., 
2020) and have limited generalisability to decisions in applied work settings. This study took a 
naturalistic decision-making (NDM) approach (Gore et al., 2015) and applied field-based methods 
to research the cognitive strategies used by clinical coordinators and operations managers to make 
decisions about patient flow in hospitals.  

Initial participant observations found that a high volume of data was available in the information 
environment and thus it was anticipated that there may be a tension between intuitive and analytical 
decision processes. Thus, Rasmussen’s skills-rules-knowledge model (Rasmussen, 1983)was 
selected as a theoretical frame because it can represent both modes of decision-making and it was 
developed in the context of system control. 

Methodology 

A case study methodology was used with an emphasis on the qualitative methods of participant 
observations, interviews and chart drawing to elicit cognitive strategies. Quantitative forecasting 
methods were embedded to evaluate the accuracy of predictions and to enhance explanation and 
utility. Data was collected from two NHS hospitals with over 100 hours of participant observations 
and 19 Critical Decision Method (CDM) based interviews (Crandall et al., 2006). Interviews were 
transcribed and field notes summarised. Analysis was conducted by coding quotations against the 
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skills-rules-knowledge model and the decision ladder (Rasmussen, 1983; Rasmussen & Goodstein, 
1987) using the ATLAS.ti software. Participant-drawn charts were assessed for whether they 
captured key features of the bed demand profile. 

Results 

Patient flow management is a dynamic problem in which information about the system changes at 
the level of the patient, the medical unit and the division. It was found that lags in the patient 
transfer process presented a challenge for the sensemaking stage of decision-making for managers. 
This resulted in an offset between the situation on the floor and the representation on the bed 
management systems. The predominant cognitive strategy was rule-based, meaning well-practiced 
sets of mentally stored rules were applied to make efficient patient-to-space allocations under time 
pressure. This was complemented by a feedforward strategy to make decisions about future actions, 
for example patient transfers or pre-emptive adjustments to capacity. It was found that decision-
makers held accurate internal representations of intraday admission patterns to support this strategy.  

Discussion 

Naturalistic decision-making (NDM) theory, such as the Recognition-Primed Decision (RPD) 
model (Klein et al., 2010) predict that in time-pressured situations an intuitive mode of decision-
making will be used. In contrast, this research provides evidence that for a service operations 
management task, conscious rule-based processes were predominant. Decision-makers were skilled 
at projecting ahead in time to support a feedforward control strategy and to compensate for delays 
inherent in the patient flow process. In alignment with the NDM literature, situated experience had 
fostered the experts’ tacit knowledge of bed demand profiles. A challenge for this research was 
recruitment because patient flow managers and coordinators have demanding roles over long shifts. 
For analysis, a strength of using the decision ladder was that it brought rigour to the process of 
coding transcripts and establishing the invoked level of cognition. A limitation was that the 
elicitation process of participant verbalisation may have made cognitive processes appear more 
deliberate than they actually were and allowed post-event rationalisations to occur (Ormerod & 
Ball, 2017).  

This research adds to the human factors and ergonomics literature on decision-making by 
identifying the requisite cognitive skills for managing a dynamic field-based operations problem. It 
expands on the NDM concept of near-term anticipation (Lipshitz et al., 2001) to include closed loop 
control for longer time frames. This knowledge can inform the role of individuals’ expertise in 
enabling hospital-level adaptive capacity (Anderson et al., 2020; Back et al., 2017; Wears & 
Woods, 2007). 
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